Your way to

Digital Era

More
customers..
more sales..
Through MOOR's technical
systems, reach a larger
segment of your customers
with much more ease using
the QR menu system and
make the selling process
easier to reach higher,
tracked continuous sales...

Be different
from your
competitors!
Premium technology, at
a lower cost, with fewer
operations!
Invest in cutting-edge
technology and save the hassle
of following up with work
teams, get your orders directly
from your restaurant tables and
from anywhere else!

Through the e-menu technology from MOOR,
we can create a menu for your restaurant
in less than one day in an attractive,
interactive, and much more flexible way to
receive internal and external orders!

Integrated
solutions...

User
Interface

Control
Panel

Continuously, we work on
taking our role in pioneering
the second generation of
digital solutions for the
restaurant›s sectors, as
we realize the great need
for effective development
for the work progresses,
marketing and sales.

User Interface

More sales...
in less time!
Now.. the queues for orders
became history!
With nominal costs, and
less need for labor. MOOR
provides your customers with
a unique and fast experience
to obtain their orders at the
lowest cost through visually
distinctive images of all your
meals!

30 Days...
Free Trail!
Get started without any
costs, try the «MOOR» menu
for thirty days... for free!
At MOOR, we are keen on
the satisfaction of users and
beneficiaries of our services,
now the MOOR menu can
be tried for 30 days free to
enjoy a unique and distinct
experience.

Provide your customers with an easy and
fast way to order, with ZERO errors or delays
to give them an unforgettable experience!

Safer..
Easier..
Faster!

Remote
Ordering

Dine-in
Orders

Share MOOR menu with your
customers remotely and
provide an easy and distinctive
ordering experience, and
provide your guests with a
safe and distinctive experience
through your menu with all
the details of your dishes
and special offers in your
restaurant any time!.

Take away
Orders

better
presenting..
more loyalty.
Raise loyalty and facilitate
communication with your
customers...
Communicating with customers
has become easier through
applications such as “WhatsApp”,
with “MOOR” QR menu, with an
effective constant response.
Now, your customers will be
continuously loyal to your
services and the distinguished
meals you provide!

Your work is
easier.. start
now..!
Receive payment through
any payment platform.
Connect the external
orders with the cashier
directly..
Link orders directly to the
delivery service..

Let's start
together...
Now!..
In addition to the
technical features
that we provide in the
“MOOR” QR menu, we
will be like an internal
department dedicated
to your restaurant with
effective marketing tools
that affect your sales
directly!

With MOOR, we work to provide less
operational effort by reducing costs for
your restaurant by providing a distinctive
experience that ensures the loyalty of your
customers through a better experience!

Fast Food
Restaurants

Sweets and bakery
shops and factories

As the central administration of
the branches, follow-up quality
performance, and the management of
the delivery process is one of the most
important assets of expansion.

Reduce the effort and cost of
labor operation and provide a
different experience for your
customers.

Grocery
Products

Sweets and bakery
shops and factories

Start selling directly from your menu
by displaying all products in unique,
interactive, and easy-to-buy ways.

Easily build your product lists to
improve displaying all products
and get much more sales.

TURKEY
info.tr@moor.ai
+90 530 100 10 81

EGYPT
info.eg@moor.ai
+20 111 482 8759

GULF
info.gulf@moor.ai
+965 665 50627

moor.ai

